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Consider a storage system (such 3s an inventory or bank account) whose content fluctuates as a 
Brownian Motion X = {X(t), t 3 0) in the absence of any control, Let Y = (Y(t).? z*t# and 
2 = {Z(t), t 2 0) be non-decreasing, non-anticipating functionals representing the cunaulrrtive 
input to the system and cumulative output from the system respectively. The problem is tochoose 
Y and 2 so as to minimize e.upected discounted cost subject to !he requirement that 
X(t)+ Y(t)-Z(t)>0 for all t 30 almost surely. In our first formulation. we assumt’ rr 
proportional input cost, 3 linear holding cost. and a proportional output reward far cost). Ws 
explicitly compute an optimai policy involving 3 single critical number. In our second formula- 
tion, the cumulative input Y is required to be a step function, and an additional fixed charge is 
incurred each time that an input jump occurs. We explicitly compute an optimal p&c*? in+&& 
two critical numbers. Applications to inventory/production control and stochastic ash llnanagkb 
ment are discussed. 
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We consider in this paper two highly structured problems of optimal stochastic 
control. The two problems will be precisely formulated, and uptimal control 
strategies of a simple form will be explicitly computed, ;rr Sections 2 through 3. In 
this section #we present an informal description of each problem and its solutim. 
Let X = {X(t), t 2 0) be a Brownian Motion with given drift I_C and variance 
cr2 > 0. We define a control to be a non-negative process Y = {Y(r), t ZQ} wlhich is 
non-decreasing and non-anticipating with respect to X. In each of our problems. the 
objective is to find an input control Y and an ou~~rrt ccon?rol 2 which jointly 
minimize expected discounted cost over an infinite planning horizon, subject to the 
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unit of input.) In Section 4 it will be shown that an optimal policy is as follows. Each 
time t5r.it the net content W hits zero, the controller increases the cumulative input 
Y by s units, where s is the unique positive solution of equation (31) below. 
Between these input events, the controller incjreases the cumulative outpui Z by 
the minimum amounts necessary to keep the controlled process below !evel s + S, 
where the positive constant S is the same as in our first problem. 
Section 2 contains a precise formulation of our two prablenls, plus several 
preliminary propositions. Our central results are stated and proved in Sections 3 
and 4. In Section 5 we discuss the application of our results 8;;; problems of 
inventtnry control and stochastic cash management. In Section b we discus5 the 
difference between our formulation and various other theori,s of optimal stochastic 
control. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let R be the real line and R” = [O, ~0). L.et cx, g, &, r, c, h and C be constants with 
a, a2 and C strictly positive. Also, let 
k=(h-+ccu)/(h+rcu) and K=aC/(h+ra). 
We assume throughout that h + ra > 0 and k > 1. Lzt (0,s) be a mcawrabk 
space on which is defined a family of proibability measures {PT. I E R) and a procow 
X = {.X(t), t 2 0) such that X is Biownian Motion with dri3 p, vaiiance u ‘, and 
starting state x with respect to PX (X E R). We denote by E, the expectation 
operator associated with Px. 
We denote by {gt, t 3 0} the increasing family of sub-rr-algebras generated by X. 
We say that an extended random variable T taking values in [0, x] iu a stopping time 
if {T s t} E .Fl for all t 3 0. 
We define a non-anticipating functional to be a process Y = ! Y(t), t 30) OliI 
(f&T) which takes values in D[O, m) and is adapted to {%). We define a COPPOVI~ to 
be a non-anticipating functional which is almost surely (with respect to PI for al1 
x E R) non-decreasing and non-negative. We denote by % the set of all controls. 
Also, let %‘* bbe the set of Y E % which are almost surely (with respect to Pa for all 
x E R) step functions having at most finitely many jumps in any finite interval. 
Elements of %‘* will be called impulse controls. For each Y E K we define the 
e:xtended random variable 
R(Y)= CY[- e-"'Y(t)dt = Y(0) + x eeetrt d Y(t). 
0 I 0 
The equivalence of these two expressions for R (Y) ?)llows from Fubini‘s Theorem 
(integration by parts). Observe that R(Y) may be .nfinite but is in z-w case we s 
defined. Also, for each impulse control Y E %* let 
ayr yap 
MOU ,tla “8 JaAO ( . ’ . ) ‘87 aZ~W~XW.U IIiM q3iYM (2r ‘A ) &Qt?IlS B JaaS aM WJaq put? 
6 
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We say that a strategy (Y, 2) E 9’: is x -optimal for the control problem with one 
fixed charge if V, (Y, Z) a V,( Y”, 2”) for all (Ye, 2”) E 9:. Again it is easy to 
show that maximization of v, ( l , l ) and ‘6/,( l , l ) are equivalent. 
Theorem 1 below provides an optimality criterion for each of our control 
problems. Its proof relies heavily on Proposition 1, which is in turn strongly 
dependent on lemma 5 of Richard [17]. For twice differentiable f : It+-, R we 
define the operator s)f = pf’ + $df”. 
Proposition 1. Let Y and Z be impulse controls such that (Y, 2) e 9X, E, [J( Y)] < 30 
and E, [J(Z)] < 00 for some fixed x 2 0. Suppose that U : R+-, R satisfies 
U is non-decreasing on R’, 
U’ and U” exist and are bounded and continuous on R’, 
(4) 
(5) 
U” vanishes except on a finite interval, 
NJ(x)- aU( forallx 20, 
(6) 
(7) 
U(x)3 U(x -2)+z forallx sO,Osz Gx, (8) 
U(x)3 U(x + y)- ky forallx 30, y 20. (9) 
Then U(x) 3 U,J Y, Z). Suppose that V : R’ --) R satisfies (4)-(g) and 
V(x)3 V(x +y)-(K+ ky) forallx 20, y 30. (Y) 
Then V(x) 2 Vx (Y, 2). 
Remark. Note that (Y, Z) E 9: and hence it makes ense to speak of V.( Y, 2). 
Proof. Let T,, T2,. . . and &, &, . . . be the jump times and jump sizes respectively 
for Y.ThusO<T,<T:!< l ** and&>Oforalltl~1.Let~1,~2,...andJ&,...be 
the jump times and jump sizes respectively for 2. Thus 0 < 71 < ~2 c l l l and & > 0 
for all n 3 1. We shall prove only the first statement of the theorem (involving U), 
since the proof of the second statement is almost identical. Also, we shall assume 
that Y(0) = 0 almost surely and that the sequences {T,} and {G} are almost surcfy 
distinct. The extension to the general case is easy, but a good deal more notation is 
required. Let 7. = 0 and lo = Z(0). Then 
; IO) 
Let W(t) = X(t)+ Y(t)- Z(t) for t 30 as usual, and then define 
8, = U(W(T,))- U(W(Tn -))= U(W(Tm -)+&)- ?.J(W(Ti -)), 
9n = U(W(7, -))- U(W(7,))= U(W(7, -i&t))- u(W(%))* 
Since U is non-decreaing, 8” 2 0 and vn 2 0 for n 2 1. Also let 
U(X(O))- U(X(O)- go). A key relationship is 
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3 
(11) 
+ E, e-“‘(&I - S;Uj@V(t))dt . 
0 
We shall not prove (11 j, since Richard’s [17] proof of his Lemma 5 need be altered 
only trivially to establish it, using (41)-(6) and our asumptions regarding Y and 2. 
The reader should note that in each term on the right-hand side of (11) we are 
taking the expectation of a non-negative quantity, and it follows easily from our 
assumptions that each of these expectations i finite. 
Assumption (7) gives us ((zlU - JW) 3 0, assumption (8) implies qn 2 6” for all ~1, 
and (9) gives us 6, s k& for a11 n. Combining these inequalities with (10) and (II), 
we have U(x):> UJY, Z), and hence the proof is complete. 
Remark. Conditions (4)-(6) have been used only to get (ll), and they are 
somewhat stronger than necessary for this purpose. These strong assumptions 
happen to be satisfied iin our later applications, however, and they allow us to re-use 
the argument of Richard [17] and hence shorten the proof of Theorem 1 
considerably. 
Theorem I. If U : R’ -+ R satisfies (4)-(9), then U(x) 3 U, (Y, 2) for all x 3 0 and 
ali (Y,Z)Cf’p If V:R+ --3 R satisfies {4)-(S) and (9’), then V(x) 3 V’( Y, Z) for all , 
x 20 and all (Y,Z)LCf’T. 
Proof. We shall prove only the second statement, since the first is established with a 
similar argument. Suppose (Y, Z) E i!!+‘z. Then Y is an impulse control satisfying 
E, [.T( Y)] < 0~. The idea of the proof is to show that Z can be uniformly 
approximated bgi mpulse controls and then to apply Proposition l. Given E > 0, let 
T,, = 0 and then recursively define 
T n-cl = [inf(t 2 ‘p;I : Z(t) 2 Z(T,) + E}] A (T, + E) 
for n = 0, I,. . * . That each T, is a stopping time follows from the fact that Z is a 
non-anticipating functional (and hence right continuous). From the right continuity 
of 2 it also follows that 0 < T, < T2 < l l l . Finally, T, -+ 0~ ::lmost surely as n + 30, 
because R(Z) is aZn;ost surely finite. Now define an impulse control Z# by setting 
Z(t) = Z(T,) for all t E [Tn, T,,,) and n = 0,3., . . + . Clearly Z# is an impulse 
control, and giwn that E, [R (Z)] < x, it is quite easy to show that E,[R(Z”)J < 00 
and Ex [J(Z”)i] < m. Furthermore, Z(t) - E 6 Z’(t) G Z(t) for all t a 0, which 
imphes that (Y, Z”) E 3’: with 
0s K(y,z’-- kqY,Z")S&,. (12) 
Proposidtion 1 gives Vi (Y, Z”) 6 V(x), so (12) yields V, (Y, i?) 6 V(X) + E. Since E 
was arbitrary, the desired result follows. 
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We conclude this section with a calculation that will be needed later. 
Proposition 2. If T is a stopping time, then 
Li 
T 
E cy e-“‘X(t)d; + edaTX(T) = x 7- p [l - A (~)]/a 
0 1 
for x E It, where A (x) = Ex(eFa*). 
Proof. Let f(x) = E,[ar rye-“‘X(t)dt]. Then 
f(x) = q e-“‘E,IX(t)]dt = Q! I 
x e-“‘(x + pt)dt = x + ~/cY. 
0 
From this and the strong Markov property of X we have 
X+/L/P---Ex cy 
[I 
T 
e-_a’X(t)dt = 
= f(x)- E+xi 
1 -r 
e-“‘X(t)dt ] = Ex [ a![: e-"'X(t)dt ] 
= Ex[e-a’Ex[a~~ e-“‘X(T-t t)dt 1 ST]} 
= Ex [eeU”f(X( T))] = Ex [e-^‘(X( T) + ,U /a)], 
which completes the proof. 
3. The control problem with no fixed charges 
Taking S to be an arbitrary positive constant for the moment, we {define a specific 
strategy (Y, 2) as follows. With AX(O) = x 3 0, let ‘& = 0 and 
Z,(t)= [sup(X(&f):OS u S t)-S]‘, t ao, 
W,(t) = X(t) - Z,(t), t 30. 
T, = inf{t 2 0 : W,(t) = 0). 
Then for n = 1,2,. . . we recursively define 
_J!L(t) = X(?;,,-, + t) - X(Th4), t WI, 
L(t) = - inf (X,,,(u) : 0 6 u G t), t 20, 
W?*(t) = X,,(t) + &n(t), t 20, 
72n = inf { t 3 0 : WZn (t) = S}, T?,, = T>,,, -1 + r2,,, 
X2,,+,(t) = S + X(Tr,, + t)- X(T,,), t ~0, 
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&+,(t)= sup(x,“+,(u):o~ u G b}- s, ? 30, 
w2n-r ,(t) = XZn+l(t) - Z2w I(09 tao, 
72”.&] = inf(t a Cl : ha+,(t) = o}, 7&+, = T2,, + T~,,.,_~. 
Also, let Y*(t) = Z’2(t) = Y,((t) = 24(t) = l l l = 0 for all t Z= 0. It is easy to show that 
Px (0 = To s T, < T2 < l m*--+m}=1 for al! x=4. 
Then for each rt = 0, 1, . . . and t E [0, T,,+~) we define 
Y(T,, + t)= 2 Yi(Ti)+ Y,+l(t), it 1 
W(T,, -f- t) = Wn+I(t), 
so that W(t) = X(t)+ Y(t) - Z(t) 3 0 for all t 3 0. The initial <time interval [0, T,] is 
a period of output control only. There is an initial output of size Z(0) = Z,(O) = 
[X(O)- S]“, and during the remainder of the period the cumulative output 2 =F 2, 
increases in the minimum amounts necessary to maintain X - 2, s S. The control- 
led process WI = X - 2, has state space (- do, S] and WI(O) == [X(O) A S], and it is 
known to behave as the Wrownian Motion X modified by an upper (instanta- 
neously) reflecting barrier ;df S. (We shall use this fact liater without further 
comment.) The period ends when W L= W, hits zero. Each subsequent interval of 
the form [ T2”, Tz,+ ,] with n = 1,2, . . . is similarly a period of output control only. 
The controlled r)rc.:ess W starts in state S, the cumulative input Y remains 
constant, and the cumulative output 2 increases in the minimum amounts 
necessary to maintain W = X + Y - 2 G S. 
Each interval of the form [ T2n+l, Tznr2] is a period of input control only. The 
controlled process W starts in state zero and behaves as the Brownian Motion X 
modified by a lower reflecting barrier at zero. The cumulative outpr!t 2 remains 
constant, and the cumulative input Y increases in the minimum amo?Jnts necessary 
to maintain W 20. The period ends when W hits S. In total, W has state space 
[0, S J ami behaves as X modified by reflecting barriers at both boundaries. 
Observe that this policy (Y, Z) is x-admissible for every x 2 0, and hence we can 
define the corresponding return function U(x) = Ux( Y, 2) for x 2 0. 
Propositiorn 3. The return function for (Y, 2) is 
u(x) = ae(Y -@lx _ he-(Y+P)Y if 0 G x G S, 
U(x)= ?J(S)+(x-S) if x > S, 
(13) 
(14) 
where /3 = p ,kr2, y = (p2 + 2dd)1’2, 
a = ( ePs _ ke-.Y”)/(y - f$)(eY” _ ee-Ys), (15) 
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and 
b = (keys - ePs)/(y + /3)(eY” - eeys). (IfI 1 
Proof. For ease of notation, Iet T = TI throughout the proof. Assuming 0 s X(0) s 
S, we define 
fQ)=E,[Z(O)+/*e-“‘dZ(tf] 
0 
[I 
T 
=Ex cu e-“‘Z(t)dt + eemaTZ(T) , osxss, 0 1 
A(x) = Ex [eTaT], osxss. 
Remembering that Y(t) = 0 if 0 s t s T, it follows easily from the strong Markov 
Property of X, the definition of R( a), and our construction of (X, Y) that 
Now to solve for f we recall that W(t) = X(t) - Z(t) for 0 =Z I s T, and X(T) = 
Z(T) because W(T) = 0. Thus 
f(x)= Ex[ aioT ewar(X(t)- W(t))dt +e-cnfX(T)]. (18) 
Defining H(x) = E, [ Jle-“‘W(t)dt] for 0 G x s S, Proposition 2 and (IX) give us 
f(x)=x +~_c[l-A(x)]la -arH(x), OSXGS. (1,‘) 1 
Recall that T = inf{t 2 0 : W(t) = 0} and that W behaves as the Brownian Motion 
X modified by a reflecting barrier at S during [0, T]. Using standard results for the 
first passage times and potentials of reflected Brownian Motion, we then know that 
A and H satisfy the differential equations 
.~A(x)--aA(x)=O and x+.$H(x)-aH(x)=O, OGX~S, (20) 
with the boundary conditions 
A(O)= 1, H(O)=O, A’(S)=O, H’(S)=O. ( 1) 2 
Combining (17) with (19)-(21), we find that U satisfies 
and 
9w(x)-dJ(x)=o, O<JSS ? (22) 
U’(S)= 1. 3 ( 31 i, 
Furthermore, there is a precisely symmetric argument to show that the second 
boundary condition is 
As is well known, the unique solution of (22~(24) is (ES), with ‘1~ constants (4 :and 
chasen to satisfy the boundary csnditions (23) and (24). Elenzntary ~dculations 
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then give (15)i and (16) for the constants. Finally, formula (14) is immediate from the 
construction of (Y, Z). 
Thearrem 2. Let S be the [unique positive solution of 
(y - p)e(y+P)’ + (y + [j)e-(y-p)’ = 2yk, (25) 
Then the policy (Y, Z) constructed above is x-optimal for all x 2 0. . 
Remark. It is easy tc v&fy that the left-hand side of (25) is continuous, convex and 
stricrly’ increasing as a function of S, with value 2y at S = 0. Since k > 1 by 
assumption, there is thus a uilique positij’e solution of (25). 
Proof. Using Theorem 1, we need only show that if S is chosen to satisfy (‘15) then 
U satisfies (4)-(9). 
From (13) and (14) it follows that U’ exists and is bounded and continuous on R’, 
regardless of how S is chosen. The situation is not the same for UN. Differentiating 
(13) twice, we have c 
u”(x) = a(y - p)2e(y-P)x - b(y + p)‘e-‘Y+P)xy 0 < .X *< S. (26) 
Putting x = S in (26), setting the resulting expression equal to zero, multiplying 
both sides by exp(px), and substituting (15) and (16) for a and b, we find that 
U”(x)+ 0 as x 1’ S if and only if (25) holds. Of course (14) implies .U”(x) = 0 for 
x > S, and hence II” is continuous on R’ if and only if (25) holds. In this case U” is 
obviously bounded and vanishes off the interval [O, S]. Thus (5) and (6) are satisfied. 
Since O+?I< y, it is clear from (16) that b > 0, regardless of how S is chosen. 
Since V’(S) = 0 when S satisfies (25); it follows from (26) that a must also be 
strictly positive in this case. With a and b both positive, it is immediate from (13) 
and (14) that I/ is non-decreasing on R’, so (4) is satisfied. 
In the proof of Proposition 3 we showed that CaU - crU = 0 on [0, S] regardless of 
how S is chosen, and the arguments above show that $U - aU is continuous on R+ _ 
when (25) holds. Since CJ is linear and increasing on [S, m), it follows that 
SXJ - CUU s 0 on R’,, so (7) holds. 
Since a > 0 and b > 0, it is immediate from (26) that U” is increasing on [0, S]. 
Since V”(S) = 0, it follows that W”< 0 on R’, so U is concave. In proving 
Prop,o!:;ition 3 we showed that V(O) = k and V(S) = 1. Thus 1 G U’(x) G k for all 
x 2 0, and from this and the concavity of U we easily obtain (8) and (9). 
Remark. In the course of this proof, we have obtained (25) as the unique con lition 
under which Ui’ is continuous. A somewhat more: obvious, but ultimately more 
comphcated, approach to the derivation of (25) is the following. Working from the 
formulas (13) and (14) for U( . ), we can view x as a fixed initial state and simply 
seek that value of S which maximizes U(x). The answer of course turns out to be 
given by (25) r’gardlcss of which x value we select. 
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4. The control problem with one fixed charge 
Taking S and s to be arbitrary positive constants for the time being, we define a 
specific policy (Y, Z) as follows. With X(0) .a 0, we set rrl = To = 0 and then define 
Z,(t), &G(t) and r1 = T, in terms of X and the positive constant (s + S) exactly as 
they were defined in terms of X and the positive constant S in Section 3. Now for 
it = 2,3, . . . let 
x, [t) = s + X( T,-1 + t) - X( T,-,), t N, 
i&(t) = [sup{X?(u): 0 s u s 1) - (s + s)]+, t so, 
WI(t) = xl (t) - zn (t), t 30, 
rn = inf(t 2.0: W,,(t) = 0) and T, = T,-, + r,. 
Again it is easy to sitrow that 
For each n =O,l,... and t E [OJ~+,) let Y(T, -t t) = ns, 
Z(Tm + t) = 2 Zi(rg)+ Z”+,(t), 
i=l 
and W(Tm + t) = W,,+,(t). Thus W(t) = X(t) + Y(t) - Z(t) for all t 2 0 and W(t) 3 
0 for all t 30. The behavior of the controlled process W = W, during the initiak 
interval [0, T1) is as described in SectLon 3 except that now the upper reflecting 
barrier is at (s + S). Each subsequent ime interval [T,, T, L ,) begins with a j~nap of s 
in the cumulative input Y, this moving the controlled process W from state zero to 
state s. During the remainder of the period, Y remains constant and the cumulative 
output 2 increases in the minimum amounts necessary to maintain W s (s + S). 
The period ends when W hits zero and jumps upward by s again. 
The policy (Y,Z) thus defined is x-admissible for every x 2 0, and we define the 
corresponding return function V(x) = VJ Y, 2). 
Proposition 4. The return function for (Y, 2) is 
V(x) = aoe(y-/3)x - bOe-(y+s)x if () S x < s + S, f 7) 2 
V(x)= V(S)+(x-S-S) ifx>s+S, ( b) 2’ 
where /3 = p /cr2 and y = (p’ + 2a/v’)“’ as before, and a,, and b(, are chosen to 
satisfy the boundary conditions 
and 
V(0) = V(s) - (K + ks), 
V*(x)41 asx T (0-S) 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3, it is straightforward to show that 
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VsatisAes:fiV(n)-aV(x)=OforOex s s + S, with the boundary conditions (29) 
and (30). Wrus V has the form (27), with ao and b. chosen to satisfy the boundary 
conditions. Of course (28) is immediate from the construction of (Y, 2). 
Theorem 3. Let S be the unique positfoe solutkw D/’ (25). and let a and b be defined in 
terms of S by (15) and (16). Now let J brj ?ke unique positive solution of 
a [I -. e-(y-P)r] + j~[e(Y’fl)~ - 11 z K j jrs, (31) 
Then the policy (Y, Z’) constructed above is ,x-optimal for all x a 0. 
Remark. We showed in the proof of Theorem 2 that a and b are both strictly 
positive when S satisfies (25). With a > 0 and b > 0, elementary calculations how 
that the left side of (31) is strictly convex and increasing, with value zero at s = 0, 
and that its derivative increases without bound as s increases. Since K > 0 by 
assumption, (31) has a unique poiitive solution. 
Proof, With S, a, b and s defined by (25), (15), (16) and (31), respectively, we define 
ao=ae -(v-Pb 9 b,, = be(Y+@JS. (32) 
With a0 and b. thus defined, it is easy to verify that the boundary conditions (29) 
and (30) for V are satisfied. Thus, from Proposition 4, the return function for 
strategy (Y, Z) is given by (27), (28) and (32). According to Theorem 1, we now 
need only verify that V satisfies (4)-(g) and (9’). Toward that end, note first that 
V(s+x)= U(x), x 20, (33) 
where U is deGned by (13) and (14). Referring then to the proof of Theorem 2, and 
using the obvious positivity of a0 and b,, it is easy to verify that V satisfies (4)-(7). 
In addition, V is concave on R+ with V’(s) = k and V’(x) = 1 for x 3 s + S. From 
this we immediately obtain (8) and l(9’). 
Although the optimality of (Y, Z j has been verified, our proof does not show 
how one might arrive at condition (31). One constructive procedure is the 
following. Xf V is to satisfy (9’), it is apparent ha:t we must hanpe V’(s) = k. Then if 
(5~(8) are to hold, it follow:, that S must be chosen as in the control problem with 
no fixed charges, so as to yield (33). But (33) and Propositions 3 and 4 together 
imply (32). Finally, (32j and the boundary condition (29) imply that s satisfies (31). 
5. Applications 
Consider an inventory and production system1 involving a single type of item 
(product), and assume that the cumulative excess production of the item can be 
reasonably represented by the Brownian Motion X = {X(t), t 2 0). We have in 
mind a situation where there is a non &:c reasing cumulative production process 
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P = {P(t);t 3Oj and a non-decreasing cumulative demand process D = (D(t), t 2 
0) such that P - D can be approximated by X. We interpret P as the production 
from regular operations and assume that adclitional instantaneous increases in the: 
stock level can be accomplished by some: irregular means (such as overtime 
production or ordering from an outside vendor) at a cost of c > 0 dollars per item. 
We interpret D as the demand from regular customers and assume that unlimited 
additional quantities of (excess) stock can be sold by irregular means (such as sale to 
a scavenger as scrap) at a price of f dollars per item, where 0 < r < c. Let 
Y = {Y(t), t 2 0) and 2 = {Z(P), t 2 0) denote the cumulative irregular production 
and cumulative irregular sales, respectively. Assuming that all regular demand must 
be met instantaneously (no backlogging), the controls Y and Z must be chosen so 
th;it the stock level W(t) = X(t) + Y(S) - Z(t) is non-negative for all 1 2 0. Finally, 
we assume an inventory carrying cost of h dollars per item per unit time. The 
problem of optimal inventory management is then precisely our control probiem 
with no fixed charges. If we further suppose that a fixed cost of C’ dollars is incurred 
whenever cumulative irregular production is increased, then we obtain the control 
problem with one fixed charge. .- 
A closely related diffusion model of optimal inventory control has been advanced 
by Bather [l]. Other dif’fusion formulations for problems of optimal3 control of 
dams. inventories and storage systems are given by Bather [2], Faddy 1.8, $11, Whitt 
[20,21], Puterman [16], and Pliska [ 151. In all of these papers, attention is restricted 
to (non-randomized and Markov) stationary policies, and in all but the last there is 
a further restriction to stationary poli:ies having a particular structure. 
As a second application, we consider the stochastic ash management problem, 
discrete-time versions of which have been studied by Eppen and Fama (71, Girgis 
[lo], and Neave [13]. Imagine a firm which maintains a cash fand, into which a 
certain amount of income or revenue is automatically channeled and out of which 
operating disbursements are madle. We assume that the resulting fluctuations in the 
content of the fund can be adequately represented by the Brownian Notion 8X. 
Additional instantaneous increases in the content of the fund can be accomplished 
by converting securities into cash, but there is a transaction cost of c =+O doliars 
incurred for each dollar of securities o converted. Also, cash from the fund can ho 
converted into securities at a transaction cost of C’ > 0 dollars per dollar SO 
converted. Finally, an opportunity loss of h > 0 dollars per unit time is suffered for 
each dollar that is ,“,<?I within t?e fund. Assuming that the content of I:he fund must 
be kept non-negative, KC set r = - c’ and obtain the control problem with no fixed 
charges. (The sign of r i J irrelevant o our formulation so long as atr + 12 > 0.) If the 
conversion of securities to cash entails both a fixed cost C > 0 and the proportional 
cost c, then we obtain the control problem with one fixed charge. 
Constantinides [6] has examined both of these cash management problems with 
the objective of minimizing average cost (rather than expected iscounted cost) 
over an infinite planning horizon, and he has further considered the case where 
both types of conversion entail both fixed and proportional transaction costs. (%~e 
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Section 6.) His results tire structlv Aly similar to ours, but his methodology is quite 
different. 
For both inventory clontrol problems and stochastic ash management problems, 
one finds that the diffusion formulations discussed above are much more tractable 
than more traditional (usually discrete review) models. For our particular problems, 
we have shown that the optimal policy (from a very broad class of potential policies) 
has an extremely simple structure, and the assumption of an underlying 
Biownian Motion further permits explicit determinijtion of the relevant critical 
numbers. With traditional formulations, even the structural results may fail, and the 
computation of optima: policies is typically a complicated matter. See Neave [13] 
for a demonstration of this in the case of cash management. 
On the other side of the issue, it simply may not be reasonable to represent he 
underlying (net demand or net production) process by a Brownian Motion. Bather 
[I] suggested that a non-decreasing demand process be approximated by Brownian 
iMotion wi;ith positive drift, but as Whitt [20] has pointed out, this is not a 
circumstance where one expects a good approximation. In each of our applications, 
we have emphasized problems where the underlying process X represents the 
d#erence of two non-decreasing processes, and in this circumstance various 
theorems oa the (weak) convergence of stochastic processes may be invoked (with 
further assumptions on the parameters of the relevant processes) to justify the 
Brownian approximation. See, for example, Harrison [ll]. Even when this can be 
done, there remains the problem of justifying one’s diffusion oprimiration problem 
as a reasonable approximation to the original optimization problem. If one restricts 
attentieon to policies which are explicit functionals (and continuous in the appro- 
priate function space topology) of the underlying process, we believe that this might 
he a manageable task in the rather restrictive setting of our model, but the issue will 
not be pursued further here. 
t 
6. Concluding remarks 
The formulations that we have given in Section 2 are broad enough to allow 
control policies (strategies) that are non-stationary and even non-Markov. For each 
of our control problems, however, we have displayed an optimal strategy which is 
both Markov and stationary. 
We have assumed heretofore that r < c and that h + ICY >O. If the first 
assumption fails, then it is obvious that no optimal policy can exist. By taking Y(0) 
and Z(0) to be equal and very large, one can instantaneously achieve an arbitrarily 
large net prsfit. If the second assumption fails, meaning that h + RX G 0, then the 
optimal policy is to never remove any materia? from the system, and to add Dnly as 
much material as is necessary to keep the content positive. We shall make no 
attempt to prove this formally, but the result is intuitively obvious from the 
following. Assuming h >O, the cost of holding one unit of material within the 
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system forever is /Z/CL If there is a cost rather than a’reward associated with removal 
of material from the system, and if the size of that cost exceeds h/cu per u,nit. then it 
is more expensive to remove material from the system than to keep it therae forever. 
A natural successor for the two problems considered in this paper is IDne where 
both the input cant ~71 Y and the outpu: control 2 must be step functions, and 
there are (different) fixecj costs associated with both input jumps and output jumps. 
Similar (and much more J:omplex) problems of pure impulse (jump) control have 
been considered by Ber soussan and Lions [3,4] and by Richard [ 171. Nn another 
paper by Taylor [19] , it will be shown that, for the problem with two fixed charges, 
there exists an optimal strategy which involves only three critical numbers. (IS will 
also be shown how to compute these critical numbers.) If we allow one (respec- 
tively, both) of the fixed charges to approach zero, we find that the optimal controls 
approach those displayed in Section 4 (respectively, Section 3) almost surely. Thus, 
roughly speaking, each of the problems treated here can bc obtained as the limit of 
problems involving two fixed charges.. 
Our problem with no fixed charges (Secticrn 3) can also be approximated bv a 
formulation of the type considered by Mandl[12] and Pliska [14]. Suppose that ;he 
non-decreasing controls Y and 2 are both required to be absolutely continluous 
and non-decreasing with a density bounded by 8 > 0. We cannot then require that 
w(t) = X(t) + Y(t j - Z(t) remain positive, but we suppose that a large penalty 
cost of 1M (dollars per unit time) is continuously incurred so long as W(t) G 0. It c”an 
then be shown that there are critical numbers a and 6 with 0 C a CC 6 < x such that 
one optimal policy is the following. When W(t j < a, the controller increases Y at 
the maximum permissible rate 8, when W(t j > b he increases 2 at rate 8, and when 
u s W(t j G b he does nothing. If we let 8 --+ x, Jve find that n ---* 0, b + S and the 
optimal controls converge almost surely to those displayed in Section 3. Formula- 
tions of this type have been studied by Taylor [18]. 
Having indicated in the last two paragraphs that our problems can be ?pproxi- 
mated in either of two ways, we emphasize that either type of approximate 
formulation is harder to solve than the problems as we have stated them. Also, w 
repeat that the optimal controls displayed in Sections 3 and 4 are neither absolutcl)’ 
continuous nor step functions. We are not aware of any previous Formulation Of a 
stochastic control problem which permits controls of the type that we have found to 
be optimal. 
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